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Hydrological runoff Quasi-3D simulations
General scheme of the WOLF computation units
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Single pre- and post-processing interface
1 = Vesdre dam
2 = La Gileppe dam
3 = Bütgenbach dam
4 = Robertville dam
5 = Nisramont dam
6 = Eau d’Heure dams complex
7 = Ry de Rome dam

















 24093 discretization nodes - +/-4650 km of real natural rivers
 434 junctions - 914 reaches
 8 high dams and 32 mobile dams
 Propagation of lateral flood hydrographs in flooding  
conditions (compound channels)
Meuse river network in the Walloon Region
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Decay
Source term
1D pollutant transport model
Equations
= cross section Q = discharge K
i
= degradation coefficient
h = water depth q
L
= lateral exchanges E
x,i
= longitudinal dispersion coefficient
J = roughness slope l = channel width z
b
= bottom elevation 
= mean channel bottom slope C
i
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Ø 1D Saint Venant equations for hydrodynamics
Ø N advection-diffusion equations for pollutant transport





- Cross section, 
- Roughness coeff., …
Q input
ii - 1 i + 2i +1











Ø Finite volume scheme - First or second order of precision
Ø Original Flux Vector Splitting to deal with any flow regimes (unsteady shocks)
Ø Explicit or implicit temporal integration 
Ø Automatic computation of maximum time step
Ø Lagrange multipliers method to handle any natural network
Xizhijiang River reach in China
Ø Reach 10 km long 
Ø 10 main sections
Ø 3 control stations
































Time evolution by step of 3600 s
Test of 5 actions for pollution concentration mitigation with 3 weather scenarios
 












































































































































Pt 1 - Upstream
Pt 2 - 4 km
Pt 3 - 7 km
Pt 4 - Downstream





















































Interaction between main channel 
and floodplain
